Microbial genomes.
Microbial genome sequencing is driven by the need to understand and control pathogens and to exploit extremophiles and their enzymes in bioremediation and industry. It is hard for the traditional bacteriologist to grasp the scale and pace of the venture. Around two dozen microbial genomes have now been completed and, within a decade, genomes from every significant species of bacterial pathogen of humans, animals and plants will have been sequenced. Indeed, we will often have more than one sequence from a species or genus--for example, we already have sequences from two strains of Helicobacter pylori, from two strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and from three species of Pyrococcus. However, genome sequencing risks becoming expensive molecular stamp-collecting without the tools to mine the data and fuel hypothesis-driven laboratory-based research. Bioinformatics, twinned with the new experimental approaches forming functional genomics', provides some of the needed tools. Nonetheless, there will be an increasing need for us to explore the detailed implications of genomic findings. Microbial genome sequencing thus represents not a threat, but an exciting opportunity for molecular microbiologists.